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LSST pipeline

The LSST Science Pipelines software will process the data from Rubin 
Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST). 

The software uses state-of-the-art algorithms and can work on different telescopes 
(DECam, HSC, CFHT, etc.) — the main difference is the detrending step.

The software includes Data Release Production (DRP) pipeline and Alert 
Production (AP) pipeline for static science and time-domain studies: 

Raw → calibrated image → coaddition → coadd measurement

Raw → calibrated image → difference image → source detection → association

I will talk about two projects using these two pipelines respectively.
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Static science
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Local Volume Complete Cluster Survey

LoVoCCS (PI: Ian Dell’Antonio; 22+ researchers) is an 
ongoing NOIRLab survey and will complete in ~2023. 

It uses DECam to study the mass distribution and 
galaxy population in 107 nearby X-ray luminous galaxy 
clusters (0.03<z<0.12, Lx>10^44 erg/s). 

It covers u,g,r,i,z bands and reaches LSST 1-2 year 
depth, and will serve as a 0th year template for LSST.

So far we have finished the observation of 67 clusters, 
and 3 / 4 of the data (including archival) are taken.

The first paper is on ApJ.
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Solid curves: the galactic plane (b = 
0°). 
Dotted curves: b = ± 15°.

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/ac68e8


LoVoCCS pipeline

We process DECam raw data using the 
LSST pipeline (DRP) and analyze the 
results using our own pipeline.

The pipeline is semi-automatic and it 
standardizes the processing of 
individual clusters. 

The catalogs and analysis tools will be 
compatible with LSST. 

The pipeline can be applied to other 
telescopes.
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Blue: Input data 
Green: Steps in the LSST pipeline 

Orange: Procedure added by LoVoCCS



Photometric correction

After galactic extinction correction, we use 
theoretical color-terms between the reference 
catalog and DECam, and stellar loci to correct for 
magnitude zero points in the coadd catalog. The 
corrected LoVoCCS stellar photometry closely 
matches DES and is close to Legacy Survey 
(DECaLS).
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The figures are from Abell 3911 field. PSF mags for stars.



Photometric redshift

We then use the framework of Bayesian Photometric Redshift (BPZ) to estimate 
the photo-zs of galaxies (scatter ~5% when compared with spec-zs). The outliers 
are mostly caused by blending or a lack of u-band coverage. 
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Blue: A85. 
Green: A3911. 
Orange: A3921.
Gray: No u-band.
Odds>0.95, 
chi2mod<1. 
CModel mags for 
galaxies.

(Preliminary)

16 galaxy cluster 
fields. 
Credit: 
Anthony Englert, 
Zacharias Escalante,
Søren Helhoski,
Jessica Nelson, 
Lucca Paris, 
Ian Dell’Antonio



Coadd image vs aperture mass S/N map vs X-ray map 

Sub-component
moving

Pink: hot gas density (Chandra).
Contours: Schirmer aperture mass map from lensing. Background: r band coadd. 

Main component

Parallel merging. 
(Spectroscopic studies: Ferrari et al. 2005, Pranger et al. 2013) 

Not well studied previously via WL.
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(Preliminary)

Credit: 
Anthony Englert, 
Zacharias Escalante,
Søren Helhoski,
Jessica Nelson, 
Lucca Paris, 
Ian Dell’Antonio

(Paper II in 
preparation)

filaments?

A3827

A1013

background 
cluster?



Lensing mass fitting

We use Schirmer filters in different aperture 
sizes to make mass S/N maps using 
calibrated r-band PSF-corrected galaxy 
shapes (HSM). 

The coordinates of the peak when the S/N is 
maximized are used as the cluster center.  

Then we jointly fit the shapes of selected 
background galaxies with the lensing 
distortion produced by a NFW profile to 
estimate the cluster mass. The statistical 
uncertainty of the fitted mass is estimated by 
resampling (McCleary+2020). 



Time Domain
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DECam Multi-Messenger Astrophysics pipeline

MMA source: detections in GW/neutrino/CR + (multi-wavelength) signals in EM.

Our goal is to build a pipeline to rapidly process DECam follow-up observations, 
and produce images and catalogs to serve the community (with Aaron Meisner; PI: 
Thomas Matheson). The data products will be sent to brokers e.g. ANTARES.

We built a pipeline based on the LSST pipeline (AP) and our scripts. The typical 
detrending time is ~2min per CCD (can run in parallel). The default algorithm is 
AL. The pipeline run forced photometry on both direct and difference images. 

We have tested its performance on different types of targets in different 
environments using archival data, and compared the light curves with literature. 

(Paper I in preparation) 12



Variable star 1

Medium star density fields: diffuse galaxy Crater II (Vivas+2020).  
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v#11 v#19

● 1st night (~ 7 hours) in g 
● PS1 for photometric calibration (not 

covered by DES/DECaLS)
● Calexp template
● “Blue” points: g

difference image direct image

PSF flux
20.6

21.0



Variable star 2

High star density fields: galactic bulge (Saha+2019: 5 sec; Graham+2022: 50 sec)
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● Gaia for astrometric calibration
● SkyMapper for photometric calibration (PS1 

does not have enough coverage)
● Coadd 9 archival good exposures (~1min; 

Melissa’s tools) for the template
● More processing time and memory cost

0.6 deg

difference image

difference image



Supernova 1
Host galaxy: HITS (Martinez-Palomera+2018)
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20.4

20.6

21.0

difference image direct image

SNHiTS15H

21.0

21.4

22.0

Calibrated exposure vs difference image

SNHiTS 15bd

● PS1 for photometric calibration
● 1st exposure as the template 

HITS catalog

LSST pipeline



Supernova 2

Host galaxy: DES (de Jaeger+2020)
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● DES for photometric calibration 
● Calexp template
● “Yellow triangles”: i-1 
● “Red squares”: r

21.4

10 sec 
exposures in i. 
We decreased 
the detection 
limit.

150 sec 
exposures in r.

Diff flux ~0 Host galaxy flux

19.5

19.9

20.6

difference image



Supernova 3

DDF/COSMOS/DECAT (Graham+2022)
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DC21cove: gri

difference imagedirect image

SN 2021bnv/
DC21bwbfe: gri

● PS1 for photometric calibration
● Coadd 6 exposures for the template



Gravitational wave/Kilonova

GW170817 

(Soares-Santos+2017)
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dm~2

Host’s light

Possible 
variable star

6 days after: 668963 vs 671492

● Consider g-band follow-ups only
● Their coadd as the template
● PS1 for photometric calibration

difference image



Flare

DWF (Andreoni+2020)
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● 20s g-band exposures with ~1min gaps
● SkyMapper for photometric calibration 
● 1st exposure as the template
● M5 dwarf



Backup slides
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Gen3 vs Gen2: GW170817 calexp

V23.0.1

V19.0.0 17-08-18 17-08-25

Ds9 asinh (-2, 
1000); (-2, 5000).
No clear difference.21



Real/Bogus training

The data products (catalogs, images, light curves, etc) of our time-domain pipeline 
build a library for source filtering for future observations and also build real/bogus 
training sets. 

The pipeline provides complementary data products to future LSST observations. 

The flags in the catalog are useful to distinguish real/bogus. 

We are also testing using machine learning algorithms for R/B classification: PCA 
for selecting sensitive physical quantities/metrics, and Random Forest for making 
R/B predictions on catalog level, and possibly CNN on image level.
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